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Abstract— FINGERPRINTS are ridge and valley patterns 

present, on the surface of human fingertips. The set of 

minutia points is widely used in fingerprint matching and 

fingerprint representation. To reconstruct the original 

fingerprint image from which minutiae were extracted, it 

was believed that the minutiae set do not contain sufficient 

information. To reconstruct fingerprint images from their 

minutiae representations, recent studies have shown that it is 

indeed possible. Improving the template interoperability, 

and improving fingerprint synthesis, reconstruction 

techniques demonstrate the need for securing fingerprint 

templates. The need for securing fingerprint templates, 

improving the template interoperability, and improving 

fingerprint synthesis, Reconstruction techniques 

demonstrate. The matching performances obtained from 

original fingerprint images and reconstructed fingerprint 

images there is there is a large gap between the matching 

performance fingerprint images. To improve the fingerprint 

reconstruction, the prior knowledge about fingerprint ridge 

structures is encoded in terms of orientation patch and 

continuous phase patch dictionaries. While the continuous 

phase patch dictionary is used to reconstruct the ridge 

pattern, the orientation patch dictionary issued to reconstruct 

the orientation field from minutiae. Experimental results on 

three public domain databases demonstrate that the proposed 

reconstruction algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-art 

reconstruction algorithms with respect to type-I attack 

(matching the reconstructed fingerprint against the same 

impression from which minutiae set was extracted) and 

type-II attack (matching the reconstructed fingerprint 

against a different impression of the same finger). 
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I. Introduction 

The purpose of interoperability of matching algorithms, an 

international standard ISO/IEC 19794-2 has been proposed 

for minutiae template symbol. To evaluate fingerprint 

matching algorithms uses this standard minutiae template 

format, FVC-on Going, a well-known web-based automatic 

assessment stage for fingerprint recognition algorithms, has 

set up a standard. However, it has been established that it is 

indeed probable to rebuild the fingerprint image from the 

minutiae; It was believed that it is not possible to reconstruct 

a fingerprint image given its extract minutiae set. The 

reconstruct image can be matched to the original fingerprint 

image with  reasonable high accuracy. There is still a room 

for development in the accuracies, particularly for type-II 

attack. To create the reconstruct fingerprint be similar to the 

unique fingerprint, the aim of fingerprint reconstruction 

from a given minutiae set. A successful reconstruction 

technique demonstrates the need for secure fingerprint 

templates. Such a technique would also be useful in 

improving the corresponding presentation with 

ISO templates as well as addressing the issue of 

template interoperability. It also could be used to improve 

synthetic fingerprint reconstruction and reinstate latent 

fingerprint images. 

Two dictionaries are construct by fingerprint 

reconstruction: 1) course scrap dictionary and 2) incessant 

phase patch dictionary. The course patch dictionary is used 

to reconstruct the orientation field as of a minutiae set, while 

the incessant phase patch dictionary is worn to reconstruct 

the ridge pattern. Instead of reconstruct nonstop phase and 

spiral phase internationally, we propose by reconstruct 

fingerprint patches using continuous phase patch dictionary 

plus minutiae belonging to that patches; these patches are 

optimally chosen to form a fingerprint image. The false 

details which are detected in the phase of the rebuild 

fingerprint image but not included in the input minutiae 

pattern, are then removed using the worldwide AF-FM 

model. The planned reconstruction algorithm has been 

evaluate on three different society domain databases, 

namely, FVC2002 DB1_A, FVC2002 DB2_A and NIST 

SD4, in situation of minutiae set correctness by admiration 

to the given details set aor corresponding performance of the 

reconstruct fingerprint. new fallout demonstrate that the 

future algorithm performs better than two state of the-art 

renewal algorithms. The superior act of the prospect 

algorithm over can be credited to: 1) Use of previous 

knowledge of way pattern, i.e., direction patch dictionary, 

which provides better orientation field reconstruction, 

especially around remarkable points. 2) The sequential 

course which consists of (i) reconstructing locally based on 

continuous phase patch dictionary, (ii) stitching these patch 

to form a fingerprint image and (iii) removing false 

minutiae. in its place of generating a continuous stage and 

then adding spiral phase to the incessant phase globally, this 

process is able to improved preserve the ridge structure. 3) 

Use of local ridge rate around minutiae. 

II. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY  

We propose to reconstruct fingerprint patches using 

continuous phase patch dictionary and minutiae belonging to 

these patches; these patches are optimally selected to form a 

fingerprint image. The spurious minutiae, which are 

detected in the phase of the reconstructed fingerprint image 

but not included in the input minutiae template, are then 

removed using the global AF-FM model. The proposed 

reconstruction algorithm has been evaluated on three 

different public domain databases. 

The performance of the proposed fingerprints 

mixing approach was tested using two different datasets. 

The first dataset was taken from the West Virginia 

University (WVU) multimodal biometric database . A 

subset of 1000 images corresponding to 500 fingers (two 

impressionsper finger) was used. The second dataset was 

taken from the FVC2002-DB2_A fingerprint database 
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containing 100 fingers with 2 impressions per finger (a total 

of 200 fingerprints). The VeriFinger SDK was used to 

generate the normalized fingerprint images and the matching 

scores. 

A. Am-Fm Fingerprint Model: 

The AM-FM fingerprint model proposed by Larkin and 

Fletcher [1] represents a fingerprint image I as a hologram, 

i.e., consisting of 2D amplitude and frequency 

modulated fringe pattern: 

I (x, y) = a(x, y) + b(x, y) cos(ψ(x, y)) + n(x, y), (1) 

where a(x, y), b(x, y) and n(x, y) are, respectively, 

the offset, amplitude and noise, which make the fingerprint 

realistic, andψ(x, y) is the phase which completely 

determines the ridge structures and minutiae of the 

fingerprint. According to the Helmholtz Decomposition 

Theorem , a phase ψ(x, y) can be uniquely decomposed into 

a continuous phase ψC(x, y) and a spiral phase ψS (x, y), 

i.e., ψ(x, y) = ψC(x, y) + ψS(x, y). For a fingerprint image I 

(x, y), its phase ψ(x, y) can be obtained by demodulation 

[13], [17]. Before the demodulation the offset (or DC) term 

a(x, y), which can be estimated as the mid-value in a local 

area, is removed from I (x, y). The offset removed image I 

_(x, y) isI _(x, y) = I (x, y) − a(x, y) ≈ b(x, y) cos(ψ(x, y)). 

(2) 

The performance of the proposed fingerprints 

mixing approach was tested using two different datasets. 

The first dataset was taken from the West Virginia 

University (WVU) multimodal biometric database . A 

subset of 1000 images corresponding to 500 fingers (two 

impressionsper finger) was used.  

The second dataset was taken from the FVC2002-

DB2_A fingerprint database containing 100 fingers with 2 

impressions per    finger (a total of 200 fingerprints). The 

VeriFinger SDK was used to generate the normalized 

fingerprint images and the matching scores. Also, an open 

source Matlab implementation [28] based on Hong et al.’s 

approach [20] was used to compute the orientation and 

frequency images of the fingerprints. In order to establish 

the baseline performance, for each finger in each dataset, 

one impression was used as probe image and the other 

impression was added to the gallery. This resulted in a rank-

1 accuracy of for the WVU dataset and for the FVC2002 

dataset. The EERs for these twodatasets were 0.5% and 

0.2%, respectively. 

III. ESTIMATION OF NEW PIXEL VALUE 

The corrupted pixels are obtained when the binary flag 

image b(i,j) is 1. These pixels are replaced by the new 

anticipated pixelvalue using median filter for lesser noise 

densities or mean filter for upper noise density. To find the 

estimate, let the observed pixel be represented as and the 

number of corrupted pixels in the window Wxi,jbe “n.” For 

illustration purpose, we assume that the corrupted pixels 

take values, xmax = 255 and xmin = 0. The  pixels may also 

take other values in the intensity range [0,255]. 

Case 1: If the number of corrupted pixels “n” in the 

window is less than or equal to 4, that is, n ≤4, then two 

dimensionalwindow of size 3×3 is selected and median 

process is performed by row sorting, column sorting, and 

diagonal sorting.The degraded pixel value (highlighted) is 

replaced by the median value . 

Case 2: If the number of corrupted pixels “n” in the 

window is between 5 and 12, that is, 5 ≤n ≤_12, then 5×5 

medianfiltering is performed and the corrupted values are 

replaced by the median value. 

Corrupted matrixRow sorting 

0 0 0 

154 156 255 

0 156 157 

0 0 0 

156 255 154 

156 157 0 

 

Column sorting diagonal sorting 

 
 The Corrupted Pixel Value is replaced by 156 (Case 1) 

Case 3: If the number of corrupted pixels “n” in the 

window is greater than 13, switch the           window. Thus, 

switching threshold technique is used in proposed method 

depending on the window size. 

0 0 0 0 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

255 0 255 162 155 

0 255 162 163 255 

255 162 0 163 255 

Corrupted Matrix [Case 3] 

IV. SYSTEM DESIGN FLOW 

General design flow of system. How systems work 

 
Fig. 1: UML Diagram of system 
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V. RESULTS 

 
Fig. 2: Comparison of result 

The proposed fingerprint reconstruction algorithm 

is evaluated on two plain fingerprint databases (FVC2002 

DB1_Aand FVC2002 DB2_A), each of which contains 800 

plain fingerprint images from 100 fingers, and one rolled 

fingerprint database (NIST SD4) which contains 4,000 

rolled fingerprint images from 2,000 fingers (for each finger 

there are two impressions: a file fingerprint and a search 

fingerprint).Verifinger SDK 6.3 is used for minutiae 

extraction and fingerprint matching. The minutiae template 

includes coordinates(x, y), direction (θ ) and ridge frequency 

( f ) for each minutia point. For each fingerprint minutiae 

template, were construct a fingerprint image using the 

proposed algorithm based on the following two types of 

inputs: 1) Minutiae: minutiae coordinates, minutiae 

directions and a fixed ridge frequency, and 2) Minutiae + 

Frequency: minutiae coordinates, minutiae directions and 

ridge frequency around each minutiae. The two 

reconstructed images for each template are compared with 

two other state-of-the-art approaches proposed. The codes 

were provided by the authors. Fig. shows some 

reconstructed fingerprint images from different algorithms. 

The reconstruction performance is evaluated in terms of 

reconstructed minutiae2 accuracy with respect to input 

minutiae and matching performance in both verification and 

identification modes. The algorithm was implemented in 

.Net and run on a machine with Intel Core i7 Q7201.60GHz, 

4GB RAM and 64-bit Windows 7 operating system. The 

average computation time for FVC2002 DB1, FVC200DB2 

and NIST SD4 is 20.55, 26.93 and 31.41 seconds, 

respectively, after loading all the dictionaries. 

 
Fig. 3: Comparison of the the result on the basis of literature 

survey. 

 

 

Finger 

print 

Image 

 

Li and 

Cot 

 

Feng 

 

Minutie 

Minut+ 

frequeny 

 

Proposed 

10% 51 73 83 95 

20% 63 75 89 96 

30% 69 77 93 96 

40% 73 77 94 97 

50% 75 79 96 97 

Table 1: Comparison of values with different 

denoising technique for fingerprint reconstruction 

a)Original fingerprint image   b) reconstructed 

fingerprint image by the algorithm by J.feng and 

A.K.jain(feb 2011) c) reconstructed fingerprint image by the 

algorithm by S.Li and A.C.cot in dec.2012 d) reconstructed 

fingerprint image by the algorithm by J.feng and A.K.jain 

with a fix frequency in April 2013.e)Proposed Algorithm 

result. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The proposed method for orientation field reconstruction 

only considers the local orientation pattern. The use of 

global orientation prior knowledge as well as singular points 

may further improve  the ridge orientation reconstruction. 

The goal of fingerprint reconstruction is to 

reproduce the original fingerprint image from an input 

minutiae set. There are essentially three main reasons for 

studying the problem of fingerprint image reconstruction. 

Experimental results on three public domain fingerprint 

databases (FVC2002 DB1_A, FVC2002 DB2_A and NIST 

SD4) show that the proposed reconstruction algorithm 

outperforms two state-of-the-art reconstruction algorithms. 
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